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No.8
A medal from WOC
is my dream
It is eight years ago when he won two
gold medals at junior WOC in the Czech
Republic. This year he has again in home
terrains chance to write his name into
the Czech o-history. Michal Smola believes that his dream will come true.
(cont. on pg. 2)

Olomouc
is a perfect place for sprint
A member of Norwegian National team
Øystein Kvaal Østerbø is maybe known
for a bit complicated name but he deserves our attention also because of his
results, mainly in sprint distance. He is
still waiting for a medal from WOC but
when he was the fourth in Aichi three
years ago, he was really close. Will he
achieve it this year?
(cont. on pg. 3)

Novices in Czech team
Czech team includes three runners, who
will be running at WOC for the ﬁrst time.
We wondered, what are their feelings
and expectations towards their great
premiere.
(cont. on pg. 5)

There were plenty of work
WOC is here, thus in the moment of its
beginning we yet placed a couple of
questions to its technical director, David Aleš.
(cont. on pg. 7)
photo: Jan Kocbach
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A medal from WOC
is my dream
Michal, last year two minutes were missing to
your dream – a medal from WOC, two years
ago in Denmark, even only 37 seconds. Do
you believe that it could ﬁnally happen here
in Olomouc?
Of course I believe. If everything will that
day go the right way. A medal from WOC
is my dream, one of things which give me
taste and motivation to work hard.
Has your training changed since Denmark
2006? And do you see some changes in performance of the world elite?
My training hasn`t changed too much.
I only train more and thanks to the training
team, which has created in Zlín, where I live,
I have available every week several orienteering trainings. Earlier, I was preparing all
trainings by myself. There were no controls
in a forest and I was searching just objects.
I can’t evaluate the world elite performance, the main confrontation will come
here in Olomouc.
What will be necessary to do on next Saturday
to be able to celebrate with your fans the success on long? Can you imagine how could this
event look like?
Especially I would like to control the psychical pressure which will be bigger than
usually because of the home background.
I would appreciate if long would really be
long and extreme because I was this year
largely working on the endurance. So
I hope that the winner’s time will be at
least 100 minutes.

just during ﬁnish battle, so it could be better
this time, couldn’t it?
Yes, it could. For example on European
championships we were twice very close to
the medal. Our problem is that we haven’t
got a ﬁnishman who would be able to decide the race for us in the ﬁnish arena.

there also terrains similar to the
middle. On the other side I think that
the advantage of the home background
won’t be so enormous as it was in junior race. Everybody are more skilled in all
types of terrain and they are able to do
a top result basically everywhere.

The average age of relay Procházka-Dlabaja-Smola is little bit over 25 years. Don’t you think
that such young team has a lack of experiences?
On the ﬁrst leg, Jan is performing one great
result by another. We trust him and hope
that he will make great work also on WOC.
We aren’t sure who will run the last leg, but
neither Tomáš nor me has enough experiences with this leg. If I would be the last one,
I know that I can’t leave the decision on the
last metres but I have to decide the race in
the forest and run it like an individual event.

I remember one your wisecrack right from
the Czech JWOC. You answered the question,
what you will do the day before JWOC starts‘,
that you would go to the concert of Rachot
lebek (Rattle of the skulls). What will you do
this year?
This year, there is no good enough concert, so probably I’m going to be at home.
I’m looking forward to watch Golden
league and Tour de France because then
I have always a taste to produce the best
out of myself.

Eight years ago, you won on the Junior world
championship in the Czech Republic two
golds. Do you think that also this year, the
Czech team will have advantage based on
knowledge of the terrain?
The terrain knowledge will be certainly profitable. Terrains around Zlín are very similar
to those of “long” and it is possible to ﬁnd

And the last question. How do you get into the
right mood before the important race?
I like to listen some motivation music. I’m
going to set my special motivation collection for this year WOC.
Thanks for your answers
Petr Žaloudek

photo: Jan Kocbach

Who, from your point of view, will be main favorites in long?
Probably usual stars of this discipline like
Khramov, Lauenstain or the EOC winner
Tsvetkov. Moreover, also Wingstedt will
be on the start this year.
Beside long, you have also some medal
ambitions in relays. Several times,
Czech team was unlucky
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Olomouc
is a perfect place for sprint

Bad luck
of stelar couple

How do you spend last week before WOC
– you ﬁnished hard training by end of June, so
since that time you are already just tuning out
your shape by occasional light trainings, playing catching features, studying Czech o-maps
and Czech tourist guide..?
After EOC I had an easy week in the beginning of June before I had three weeks
with a several competitions and some really hard interval sessions. The last week
before WOC I am training quite easy and
will have a shorter interval session. The
job is now done and I try not to spend too
much time thinking about orienteering.
You are selected for sprint and relay. Brief look
into your results from previous WOC shows
that you recorded your best results just in these
disciplines, do you feel to be specialist just for
these disciplines or do you like everything, just
having better WOC results in these?
Since I ran my ﬁrst WOC in 2004 I have
had the sprint as my main distance. But
I also like the other distances, especially
the relay because it has mass-start, and
I am very satisﬁed being selected for just
the sprint and relay.
Did you suppose your selection for these disciplines and so headed your training to them,
for example more to speed than endurance?
And did you include something into your training directly because of Czech terrains?
The sprint has as I said been my main focus for a long time, but I have also trained
for the long and relay this year, so I feel well
prepared for what I am going to run. I have
been running a lot of sprint races in diﬀerent places the last years, and think Olomouc
is a perfect place for a WOC sprint. In all distances endurance is the most important
physical factor, but I am also doing some
speed training to be able to run even faster.

Swedish star pair Lena Eliasson & David
Andersson has really bad luck this year.
In the end, not only Lena, but also David
will miss WOC. Entire Spring, he suﬀered
problems with achilles and now he moreover got sick. With this, Swedish team
also needs to ﬁnd a reserve for relay.

WOC Maps

photo: Jan Kocbach
I have been in Czech several times in connection to with JWOC, PWT, Euromeeting
and WOC, so I feel conﬁdent with the terrain and don’t have any special respect for
it even if it is very diﬀerent from most terrains we have in Norway.
You are also member of ski orienteering Norwegian team – were you ever doing both orienteering and ski-o on top level in parallel?

On Tuesday July 1st, printing of WOC
maps was ﬁnalized by Prague’s map publishing and printing company Žaket.
The proccess involved two steps, at ﬁrst
CMYK print of frame and advertisments,
which was followed by printing of the
map itself by oﬀset in the ﬁve IOF deﬁned
colours. For WOC itself, 17 diﬀerent maps
were created, including maps for races,
models and warm-up areas. Each of those
was printed in about 4,000 copies. Maps,
which really will ﬁnd use at WOC races, are
yet be packed in plastic bags later in Olomouc. Moreover six maps are to be printed
for Orienteering Festival and two maps for
another purposes – one covering Neředín
event centre and another to be used for
Gigasport promotion public race, which
will take place on afternoon of Wednesday
July 16th in area of Haná obchodní centrum (ie. Haná shopping centre in Czech
lang.). This means, that around 85,000
pieces of maps were printed in total!

photo: Tom Novák

You visited Czech forests with Norwegian team
camps many times until now, what are your feelings from Czech terrains? Is there something
you have special respect from?
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the last years because my focus has been
on the WOCs in continental terrains. But
I am really looking forward to having WOC
on home ground, and this autumn I will try
to train more in relevant terrains.

photo: Jan Kocbach
When I was junior and the ﬁrst years as senior I was competing in both sports on top
level, and I had individual top 6 positions
from WOC in both sports in 2004. Then I had
some years with less focus on ski-orienteering, but the results in orienteering weren’t
getting any better and I missed the ski-o. So
last year I was back on the National Team in
ski-o, and that will hopefully gain me also
in the orienteering-season. But when you
are competing in two sports it is important
to decide what is most important, and be
more selective in which competitions you
should take part in.
And thus how your running training during
winter looks like, I suppose you should ski at
ﬁrst because of your ski-o activities?
I am skiing almost every day in the winter,
but I also try to run most days. When I am
at home in the winter I am not running so
many hours, but try to have good quality when I am running. I have an interval
session on track every week, and also try
to have an orienteering-training in high
speed. I am traveling quite much during
the winter, both on ski-o races and training-camps. The ski-o is perfect training for
orienteering, especially for sprint races.
I am also on some training camps in southern Europe during the winter, and than
I am running much orienteering.
For me that sort of variation between

skiing and running works great during the
winter. If I had been doing the same all time
I maybe would have lost the motivation.
So how many hours or kilometers did you
spend with training of ski-o and foot orienteering in last training year?
I have been training between 650 and
700 hours the last years, but am not so focused on how much I train. The most important is to have good quality on what
you are doing and be motivated for it.

And back to Olomouc in the end - what runners do you suppose to be amongst the best
(both in women and men)?
- I think the Czech terrain is quite neutral,
and the races are open. As last year Thierry, the Swiss and the Russian boys will
probably be strong in the men’s class.
Since Simone is not competing this year
the Finish girls will be favorites in the
women’s class together with Anne Margrethe Hausken. The Czechs will probably
be strong on home ground, and of course
I hope the Norwegian team will do well.
Questions by Petr Kadeřávek

photo: Jan Kocbach

After EOC you had your last school exam and after ﬁnalizing your master-work by the end of this
year you should become a Master of technology
in Geomatics. What do you suppose to do and
how intensively? I suppose you would like to still
train on top level, thus now you should split your
time between work and orienteering.
To be able to still do the sport on high
level I don’t want to have any full-time job
yet. This autumn I will do my Master-work,
and after that I will probably just do some
smaller jobs that are suitable to combine
with the orienteering.
For sure, you would like to train on top level
at least for two years on - the 2010 WOC will
not only take place in your country, but even
in Trondheim, where you live and study I think.
Are you already thinking and preparing for
this in some way?
I have not had any special focus on WOC in
2010 yet, and have actually been running
very little in typical Trondheim terrain
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Novices in Czech team
Jana Panchártková
So, what’s your shape, just a couple of day before your WOC race. Goes everything on plan
and without injuries?
I think that everything is all right, no injury, I feel good during the trainings, so
I might be in a good shape on WOC ☺.
If I remember well, in last years your training seasons were interrupted by some illness or injuries.
Thus have you noted better performance than
before this year or were you just at least lucky
not to be suﬀered by any health problem?
I haven´t noted any big performance
jump probably. I really rather survived
last year without any longer illness and
injury. I had some usual colds but these
were of short-term nature only, not for
a couple of months as the illness last and
year before last.

everything comes at once, handover of atelier works, competitions, training camps.
Thus especially in the end of term I have no
free weekends at all and than it is big stress.
Sometimes I don´t manage either eat or
sleep well. In such periods, I have to shortcut
or leave out completely some trainings due
to the work to school. So I would say that it
is such a compromise between school and
orienteering. And unfortunately I know that
I should give more to both of them.
Maybe, it is too early to ask what are your further plans, but I suppose, that this is just a beginning of your top carrier ☺?
Amongst JWOC (Jana was fourth on long
and relay in 2004?), it perhaps is my top
moment. For sure, I would like to continue with training and then I will see.
Questions by Petr Kadeřávek

Iveta Duchová
Iveta Duchová did not believe in her selection for WOC much. “I went to the selection
race because I wanted to compete with our
top women and also because I wanted to
make my reputation better after not really
good performance in spring. I didn´t think
about nomination. Due to the fact that
I wasn´t doing well in sprint and long distances I wanted to run the middle distance
selection more slowly to be more conﬁdent
and to avoid making mistakes,” says twenty-two-year old girl in interview with Lenka
Klimplová for MF Dnes newspapers. Finally,
she won the middle distance and it ensured
her directl selection for middle on WOC. It
is quite a strange feeling because after my
bad competing in spring I really didn´t believe in nomination and I won the selection
race mainly because of other women´s mistakes.” says Duchová with smile.

Thus you perhaps could hope already last
year, that you might achieve selection, provided no trouble would come?
No I haven´t thought of selection last
year at all ☺ I knew that WOC would be in
home country, many of other girls would
try to prepare for such occasion, while
I had last two years without good enough
training, what I felt as a handicap.
So how do you see your chances at long,
which is the race you were selected to?
So if I would consider my real chances,
I guess I might ﬁnish on about 20th to
25th place.
In Brno, where you are studying, there quite
ideal conditions for training (at least comparing to Prague), but you are also quite hardworking student (of architecture) – how can
you manage it all?
I am not sure, whether I´m a hardworking student, perhaps I am ☺. Sometimes,
I manage my duties easily, especially when
there are free weekends without any
competitions. But sometimes
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the Czech national team) and I have been
so far successful in tuning my shape for all
important events.
What is behind the growth of your performance?
Probably I gave ﬁnally some order to my
training. I have training plan set up by
Michal Jedlička, regular athletic trainings
and once in week longer orienteering
practice. In addition I added couple of
hard voluminous periods like two mountain training camps in January and June.
And I’m trying to focus on really important events, like selections.
WOC will start for you on Sunday with sprint.
But in my eyes you are better long-distance
runner than sprinter. What will be your goal in
sprint and what result you would be satisﬁed
with?
That is true that I’m the slowest one from
the “faster” part of our team. But as the selection race showed, it is also possible for
me to be successful in sprint. I would like
to run the WOC sprint in the same style as
I did in selections – ﬂuently, without mistakes, get the routechoices under control
and do not let myself to be aﬀected by
spectators and TV. If will all this come true,
I will be satisﬁed also with my standing.
Friday 17th will be the D day for her, when
the qualiﬁcation for middle distance takes
place in the morning. Runners are divided
in the three groups and from each of these
ﬁrst ﬁfteen qualify for the ﬁnal race, which
follows in the afternoon of that day.”My goal
is to qualify for the ﬁnal and then we will
see.”says Duchová not very speciﬁcally. Anyway, she believes in the Czech team to get
three or even four medals on WOC.

Jan Mrázek
Jan, your good shape have been growing for
whole spring with makeshift peak during the
Czech selection races where you, for somebody little bit surprisingly, achieved a spot in the
Czech team for WOC sprint and long. Have
you kept a piece of good shape also for the
championship?
For sure. I run as it was scheduled by my
coach Michal Jedlička (former member of

In the end, a question for which perhaps whole nation would like to know the answer. If you
win WOC, will you refresh your blog?
If I become world champion, there will
certainly be a post about it on my blog.
If I become double world champion, the
post will be written by me.
Thanks for your time
Questions by Petr Žaloudek
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There were plenty of work
Hello David, welcome at the beginning of
WOC 2008. What was the most diﬃcult work
for you in the last days or weeks?
There were plenty of work, but mainly
we should solve various minor oddments
which usually appear right before competitions.
Many things have changed since the beginning of preparations for WOC (and also
some cooperators or people who were in
charge of some services). What was the
biggest problem and did anything shift
things in another direction?
The team of organizers has been changing a lot during the preparations and
it was not easy the whole time. But we
would probably not manage to do it just
simply :-). A really big change happened
in March when Josef Váňa became the
TK Plus representative responsible for
WOC, replacing his predecessor. This was
a good change and many things have
shifted in the right direction.
How extensive is the cooperation with the
Army?
The Army is responsible for power supply, special tents for competitors and
organizers, some arenas equipment and
transport by all-terrain vehicles. And all
this with servicing included. We are really
glad for it because it helps the organizers
very much.

the other online results which is an innovation. Television will also be present
at every other race, in order to make an
edited report on it then.
A competition in Bohnice (Czech sprint
champs on 21 June) could be called a test of
the TV coverage of orienteering before WOC.
Was it assessed positively in terms of TV report,
IT, metrical prosody and photocell?
The test result was successful and it was
also good that we have found some small
mistakes which are now corrected. I am
satisﬁed and want to thank people who
have organized it – IT team, organing
team of Kotlářka Prague, Czech television, Ivan Matějů, Jan Skřička and many
others.
The last but one question of mine is what is
your civil job (if they were not already ﬁred due
to the fact that you spent most of your time
organizing WOC)?
I am a business-technical manager in
a company which deals with the protection of industrial water piping against
corrosion, scale and microbes. The advan-

tage is that I work independently and that
I had some good results in the last time
thus I dont’t to work too hard now.
What are you going to do after WOC, have you
got still an appetite for some holiday competitions or have you already booked staying on
some uninhabited place far away from forests
and orienteering?
I am going to take part in the Bike Adventure (popular Czech two-days competition for pairs, sort of bike orienteering
with free controls‘ order) with my friend,
but more for fun than to compete because none of us is a real biker. I am looking forward best to the 6-days orienteering in France at the beginning of August.
After that we will have a training camp
and we will prepare things for the National Long Distance Championship which
we organize with Magnus orienteering in
September. Moreover, I also plan to build
for my family wooden house, which will
also be fun.
Questions by Petr Kadeřávek

David Aleš during the ﬁrst WOC race, sprint qualiﬁcation, solving some appeared issues
with Henning Spjelkavik, WOC 2008 SEA’s adviser for IT.

It would be good to remind the main attractions for spectators – which races are live on
TV and where the large screens will be placed.
I suppose that TV covers only the ﬁnals, so that
TV will not be present at Prostějov or Dalov.
Yes, the live broadcast covers only the ﬁnals except for the long ﬁnal from which
people can see only a record later in the
evening. There are large screens in arena
of each ﬁnal race. One of them will
show the TV broadcasting and
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